FFB summer 2021 NEWSLETTER
“Fly Fishers of the Bitterroot is a nonprofit club dedicated to sharing
our passion for fly fishing by promoting fellowship, education and
stewardship of our fishing resources.”
www.flyfishersofthebitterroot.org

Meeting is Tuesday October 5th at BJ’s.
5:30-6:30-Social hour; meeting starts at 6:30 pm; Program at 7 PM
President’s message
Hi folks,
We're getting back to business. First meeting will be in October so I'm looking forward to seeing you all again. Bob
Miller will provide a new program for us at BJs, and we'll have a great raffle to celebrate our return to mostly normal.
Some of us have been able to get together at RV sites including Coeur D' Alene and Georgetown Lake. Because of the
heat, the fishing has been marginal, but it's always great to get together with friends and family. I'm looking forward
to our next gathering as a club. I hope to see a lot of you there. I will send out a message to let you know the details
of the meeting and what you may expect.
I've been out fishing a few times, but after some back surgery, and foot issues, I have not been out enough. This has
been one of my least favorite years for fishing so far due to Covid and personal health issues, so I'm hoping for a
better season to come. I know that's true for a lot of us.
I did manage to get out on the Bitterroot recently and had mixed success. One of the days was pretty great while the
others were marginal. The heat and the low water contributed to some poor conditions and the heat continues. If
you do get out on the River any time soon, don't take any "Kodak Moments". The fish are stressed with higher
temperatures and any time out of the water after fighting the hookup can be fatal for them. Please just release them
in the water if you can, as quick as you can.
Let's hope for no local fires and some rain in the future. This early dry season has us all concerned about the
possibility of fires. That said, so far there have been none in our immediate area, so let's hope that continues. I'm
actually looking forward to Fall. It's rare that I wish the summer would end soon, but that's it for me right now. Give
me some cool days and rain, and I'll be just fine.
Stay safe out there. Go fishing if you can, and enjoy our wonderful valley. We're pretty lucky to live here in the
Bitterroot Valley.
Speaking of that, don't forget the River Cleanup sponsored by the Bitterroot Water forum
on August 14.
See you there. Phil Romans
A Phil story: submitted by Ben M. After being around Phil Romans when he couldn’t fish for two months, I posed
the question
“Phil, if you could never fish again or never see Doreen again, what would you do?” After pausing for a bit, Phil
asked “What river?”

"I have spent much of my life thigh deep in moving water."
Dave Hall, Moving Water: An Artist's Reflection on Fly Fishing, Friendship and Family, 2019
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OCTOBER 2021 FFB Program
PROGRAM: The Remarkable
Power of the Annual Trip
Presenter: Bryan Dufresne
"The joys of Mountain Trouting are largely owing to the surroundings."
George Shields, American Game Fishes, 1892
Bryan will explore how peppering his life with annual fishing trips has given him enough memories to fill the night air of
a thousand campfires. Along with finding himself waste deep in some of the most magical places on Earth, the annual
trip has led to new friendships, new fishing destinations, new fishing knowledge, and opened the door to sharing his
adventures through freelance writing.
Bryan Dufresne is a lifetime Bitterrooter and fly fisherman who teaches English in Darby, MT. Recently, Bryan began to
fuse his two passions- language and fly fishing- by sharing his adventures with the readers of The Ravalli
Republic and American Fly Fishing.
"I'm afraid the best angling is always a respite from burden. Good anglers should lead useful lives, and useful
lives are marked by struggle, and difficulty, and even pain" - Thomas McGuane

NEWS AND NOTES
PROJECT HEALING WATERS: we are reinvigorating the project healing waters program now that the National

headquarters for the program are lifting restrictions. A new budget has been submitted and some activity has
resumed. We continue to enjoy remarkable support from the Bitterroot FFI volunteers. – Scott R
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RUN FOR THE RIVER 5K: Friday, August 13 6-9 pm
th

Join the Bitter Root Water Forum for the Run for the River 5K on Friday, August 13 ! This family friendly run/walk begins
at 7pm and follows a scenic trail course beginning and ending at the River Park in Hamilton.
th

Children 10 and under are encouraged to participate in the Splish Splash Dash at 6:45pm. No pre-registration necessary
for the dash.
Run registration is $40, and includes a Bitter Root Water Forum Hydro Flask.
Proceeds support bringing the community together to protect, enhance, and restore the Bitterroot watershed we all rely
on.
Don’t forget to check-out the Bitterroot River Clean-Up on Saturday, August 14 . More details at:
http://www.brwaterforum.org/events
th

BITTERROOT RIVER CLEAN-UP: Saturday, August 14 5-8 pm
th

Join the Bitter Root Water Forum for the Bitterroot River Clean-Up on Saturday, August 14 ! Volunteers sign-up in
advance for stretches covering all 155 miles of the river from Sula and Painted Rocks to the confluence at the Clark Fork
in Missoula. We hope you will help and walk or float a stretch of the river during the clean-up.
th

Clean-up bags and gloves will be available at all Valley Fly Shops and at the Water Forum office at 178 S. 2 St in
Hamilton during the two weeks leading up to the event. Please feel free to use your own supplies as well.
nd

You are welcome to begin and end your clean-up effort at any point on the 14 . We encourage you to drop your trash
between 5-8pm at Hamilton’s Kiwanis River Park and stay for a community celebration with live music from Pinegrass
and local food trucks! Fun prizes will be awarded at 7:30pm.
th

Click here for more information and to sign up to walk or float a stretch of the river:
http://www.brwaterforum.org/bitterroot-river-clean-up
Don’t forget to check out the Run for the River 5K on Friday, August 13 ! More details at:
http://www.brwaterforum.org/events
th

"I do not fish alone on the Blackfoot River, ever, even though now I mostly fish by myself. When I'm on the water,
and especially when no one is around, I feel the presence of the generations of my family,
whose stories run through it."
John Maclean, Home Waters.
This is the newest book by the son of Norman Maclean and is available in the libraries in the valley.
It's a book about family and fishing and Montana.

RIVER REPORTS by Dick Ellis
According to the Missoulian (7/23/21) the June runoff in the Upper Missouri Basin was 52% of average. The Big Hole
now flows at 300 cfs by Melrose and 24 cfs by Wisdom. In July water temperatures reached 73 degrees near Wisdom
and 72 degrees near Melrose.
In May the state of Colorado closed part of the Yampa River below Stagecoach Reservoir near Steamboat Springs.
Colorado declared a drought emergency for the western slope. Most of that area is listed by the US Drought Monitor as
being in severe, extreme or exceptional drought.
Dolores River below McPhee Reservoir. FFB board member Warren Johns, who lived in southwest Colorado, describes
this as his favorite fishing area in the region. The Dolores below McPhee is a tailwater that produces football shaped
trout. In April 2021 the conservancy district reported the flow from McPhee reservoir at 15 cfs and warned that the
runoff forecast was for 27% of the historic average. On June 24 Colorado Parks and Wildlife put a voluntary fishing
closure on the Dolores below McPhee reservoir, asking people to cease fishing at noon each day. The normal flow for
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that stretch of the Dolores below the dam is 60-80 cfs, but the recorded flow in late June was only 9 cfs. State agencies
predicted a total fish kill on the Dolores below McPhee as water temperatures of 8o F were recorded several miles
below the dam. In a non-fishing issue, the Ute Mountain Ute Tribe was notified that it would receive only 10% of its
allocation of water from the Dolores.
Meanwhile Moscow recorded a high temperature of 34.8 c (94.8 f) and a weather station north of the Arctic Circle in
Siberia reported a temperature of 38 c on June 20 and the town of Lytton, British Columbia reported 49.6 c (121.3 f) on
June 20 and temperatures of 92+ f were reported in the Sami (Lapp) region of Finland . Lytton, BC was destroyed by a
wildfire a few days later. Tenabru Norway recorded 92.1 f near the Arctic Ocean.
The preserve section of Silver Creek in Idaho is closed to fishing, and the state of Idaho ordered irrigators in the Bellevue
Triangle south of Ketchum to stop pumping groundwater in an effort to benefit senior surface water users and to aid the
flows into Silver Creek. Flows in nearby Wood River are reported as quite low.
Colorado Parks and Wildlife ordered a voluntary afternoon closure on fishing in 120 miles of the Colorado River from
Kremmling (elevation 7313 ft) down to Rifle. Lacking intestinal fortitude, Colorado establishes a voluntary "Hoot Owl"
policy and then makes it mandatory after disaster strikes. There also is a voluntary closure order for part of Tomichi
creek, a major tributary of the Gunnison. Other voluntary closures are predicted for the Yampa upstream of steamboat
Springs, Fraser River and the upper Colorado. Some closures may become mandatory as temperatures of 75 f have been
recorded in these waters. US Geological Survey monitoring stations on the Colorado River show that 2021 flows are less
than half of historic flows.
The Colorado River (divided by the Colorado River Compact of 1922) provides water for Lake Powell and Lake
Mead. Lake Mead dropped 1.4 million-acre feet between April 2020 and April 2021 and has continued to drop since the
latter date.
In July Fish, Wildlife and Parks discouraged floating on the Smith River and imposed Hoot Owl regulations from the
confluence of the North and South forks to Eden Bridge. On 7/15 the gauge at Eagle Creek recorded a flow of 55 cfs.
In July the town of Burnsville, MN asked residents not to dump goldfish and other unwanted species in ponds and lakes
because those critters grew to the size of footballs.
On July 15 the state of Montana reported that the number of boats found with invasive species exceeded the number
caught in 2020.
Fish, Wildlife and Parks has established hoot owl restrictions on a number of waters and has closed others such as the
Ruby. For example, there are Hoot Owl restrictions on part of the Big Hole and on the upper Clark Fork from Rock Creek
up to Warm Springs. Be sure to check the FWP site (fwp.mt.gov) for closures.
On a happier note, Western Rivers Conservancy (westernrivers.org) is in the process of purchasing a ranch on the Wise
River in Montana to protect fluvial grayling in the Big Hole Basin. The property, which will be conveyed to BeaverheadDeerlodge Nation Forest, has important water rights that will be returned to the river. The Conservancy also has
purchased a small ranch and water right on Panther Creek in Idaho. Panther Creek flows north and enters the Salmon
River about ten miles west of Shoup. The land has been given to Salmon-Challis National Forest, and the water right will
be given to the state for in-stream flow. Panther Creek provides important spawning sites for salmon and steelhead.
California fish and wildlife recently trucked 17,000,000 young salmon from state streams to the ocean because of low
water and high-water temperatures in the streams.
The Bureau of Reclamation began emergency water releases from Flaming Gorge, Blue Mesa and Navajo reservoirs in an
effort to maintain enough water in Lake Powell for the generation of electricity. Lake Powell is expected to reach a low
level of 1075 meters (3526.9 feet) in April 2022. Meanwhile, the giant downstream reservoir, Lake Mead, recorded its
lowest level in history in April of this year. Low flows in the Colorado River basin endanger the Colorado River Compact
of 1922, which allocates water among seven states.
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As Henry David Thoreau waxed so poetically, “Many men go fishing all their lives
without know it is not fish they are after.”

OUTINGS, FISH STORIES AND KODAK MOMENTS

CDA River, Idaho June 2021 Retreat

Georgetown Lake: July 5-9,2021
I'm middle-aged, and so are most of my friends.... Not so long ago we dashed up and down riverbanks like
mountain goats.... Now we ooze along like conjoined banana slugs sack-racing in pricey plastic pants...we
creep along riverbanks at gastropodic speeds because if we don't our lungs wheeze and our pulses race and
our hearts murmur and our knees crackle like campfires." James R. Babb, Fly-Fishin' Fool, 2005
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Georgetown Lake 21+" caught on a purple leach. Released successfully to grow even larger- Leon P

Rogue River - Oregon - Peg Miskin
Late May I traveled to fish the Rogue River for the first time, staying w/ friend Rebecca in Ashland, OR. Guided by Steve
Bonner of Native Run out of Grants Pass. Hit the tail end of the salmon fly season so it was all dries catching some
beauts! The great surprise was landing steelhead on a salmon fly in the Rogue.

Two days were also spent with guide Steve on a small spring creek in the Upper Klamath Basin. Floated in a 12-foot
Hyde casting PMD's and Salmon Flies to rising fish while small pumice stones gently rolled along the river bottom.
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Dennis S with a Nice Mighty Mo fish- 22” on a hopper….

Peg Miskin: Three-day float with guides Monti, Lucas, Seth and Johnny with Linehan Outfitting out of Libby,
MT. Where "the fish fight 4 inches harder than they are". Water was cold and clear with beautiful clean, healthy happy
fish! Most productive were the lower river canyon sections. Had a double with streamers bringing in to native species.
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Kelly Creek, Idaho info July 2021 ***ALERT*** may be cancelled, contact Wayne KAIM FOR LATEST DETAILS
If we can’t go fishing in these freezing temperatures, then the next best thing is to think about where to go fishing once
the temperatures become more inviting. And in that regard, it is best to sagacious and consider another camping and
fishing destination. With Georgetown lake scheduled July 5th to July 10th and the Snake River scheduled August 15th to
August 19th it allows us over a month (5 weeks) in between to consider another place to enjoy our great outdoors that
we have been blessed with living in the Rocky Mountains.
Therefore, may I suggest Kelly Creek in Idaho which is part of the Clearwater river system. Kelly Creek is a larger drainage
than its name implies, similar to, as Rock Creek is on the other side of the Sapphire Mountains. It will be a wade fishing
destination with non-electric campsites which are all on a first come — first served basis.
As to when to go, myself and other group member(s) have decided that July 27th a Tuesday would be a good day to
arrive hoping any weekenders would be cleared out by then. Duration of the stay will be at least 3 nights and maybe
more for those that find the fishing favorable.
Please check out this Fly Fisherman magazine article ( https://www.flyfisherman.com/editorial/fly-fishing-idaho-kellycreek/152196 ) which describes Kelly Creek and the Clearwater area in greater detail to wet your interest then hopefully
you’ll want to wet your line there. Rock slips and stuck lips, Wayne Kaim mtbound2014@gmail.com
Fishing buddies Sally R & Estelle S shared more monents on our local waters…..

"...neither time nor repetition has destroyed the illusion that the rise of a trout to a dry fly
is properly regarded in the light of a miracle."
Harold Blaisdel, The Philosophical Fisherman
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Snake River float: August15-19th. Falls Campground arriving August 15th and departing on the August 19th. There will
be a pot-luck night the evening of the 18th. If you are attending this adventure…. please contact Dorreen
Romans. She is organizing the FFB Potluck. Phone # is Dorreen: 406-239-7044. The South Fork of the Snake is a worldrenowned fishery providing 66 miles of river to float starting downstream of Palisades Dam.
If you have further questions please contact me at; mtbound2014@gmail.com - Wayne Kaim

Some of us are very susceptible to certain diseases and we call fly fishing "The Disease"
and we both joyously relished the affliction."
Eric Seaman, "Gink and Gasoline"

1. Friend from Atlanta landing a nice fish from the Bitterroot. He was here for an 80th birthday party. I took him
fishing. He loved the area, the rivers and the people. He called the other day to report he was coming back in late
August.
2. Brown in the net. Seems that this winter, spring and so far this summer, browns were chomping.
3. Spent a week on Devils Lake, ND, with some Minnesota fishin' buddies. No fly rods, but some of the best eating fish
in the world. A limit of walleyes came home with me.
I suppose I am like a lot of club members. If it swims, I want to catch it. With the advice and coaching of friends in the
club, I am slowly getting with the fly-fishing program. And, thanking every person for their help. - Jim K
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2021-22 schedule
Oct 5th,2021
Oct 11th,2021
Nov 2nd, 2021
Nov 8th ,2021
Dec 7th,2021
Jan 4th,2022
Jan10th
Feb 1st,2022
Feb 7th, 2022

Our Address:

club meeting
Board meeting
club meeting
Board meeting
ANNUAL MEETING & ELECTIONS
club meeting
Board meeting
club meeting
Board meeting

Fly Fishers of the Bitterroot
PO BOX 692
Victor, MT 59875

2022 DUES ARE DUE
STARTING January 1,2022
The club’s membership period is
January 1st to December 31st
of each year.

2020/21 Board of Directors
Phil Romans- President
promans@aol.com
Pierre Satkowiak-Secretary
psatkowiak@gmail.com
Ken Quinn-Treasurer
tarq46@gmail.com
Bob Miller- Programs
bobnsylmiller@msn.com
Daneel Kuzaro –PR
daneel.kuzaro@hotmail.com
Leon Powell- Roster
eleonfish@gmail.com
Gary Kosaka-WebMaster
hikemastergk@gmail.com
Estelle Shuttleworth-Editor je@shuttleworthje.com
Dick Ellisellis_r@fortlewis.edu
Warren JohnsIchthyologist55@yahoo.com
Scott Roberts—PHWFF
srmt100@yahoo.com
Wayne Kaim- raffle
mtbound2014@gmail.com

Individual: $ 25.00
Family: $35.00
A Family is 2 people in a domestic relationship
and their children under 18 years of age.
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